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New Limit of the G-Parity Irregular Weak Nucleon Current Disclosed
in b-Ray Angular Distributions from Spin Aligned 12B and 12N
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The angular distributions ofb rays from spin aligned12B and 12N were precisely remeasured
using a further refined spin-manipulation technique. Our old data have also been recorrected for
precisely determined systematic corrections. A nonzeroG-parity violating induced tensor form factor
fT has been concluded as2MfT yfA  10.22 6 0.05sstatd 6 0.15ssystd 6 0.05stheor.d. In this result
the asymmetry in the axial charges due to the binding-energy difference of the transforming nucleons is
taken into account. [S0031-9007(98)06084-0]
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As was already mentioned, theG-parity violation can
be studied fromb-ray angular distributions,b-a, andb-g
correlations, and fromft-value measurements, particular
in the mass 8 and 12 systems [1]. Status of these inv
tigations in the mid 1980s was well described in a revie
article [2]. Recently, an experiment on the radiative deca
of the 16-MeV states in8Be was performed [3], and its re
sults were used with theb-a correlations [4] to limit the
induced tensor form factor in the mass 8 system. Here,
report our new results of theb-ray angular distributions in
the mass 12 system. By the end of the 1970s, the van
ingly small value of theG-parity irregular induced tenso
nucleon form factorfT compared with that of the main
axial vectorfA was given as2MfT yfA  20.21 6 0.63
[5–7]. Here M is the nucleon mass. This importan
result was obtained by measuring theb-ray energy de-
pendence of possible anisotropies in theb-ray angular
distributions from spin aligned12B and 12N. Ambigui-
ties were discussed by taking into account the off-m
shell and nuclear many-body effects [8]. The conclus
reached of a negligible induced tensor term was inde
desirable to preserve the beauty of the current algebra
gauge theories.

Still though, this conclusion did not definitely exclud
a smallG-parity violation in the axial vector componen
which might be caused by possible mass and charge
ferences between up and down quarks [9], or any ot
reasons. Since 1980, to place a limit on the applica
ity of G-parity conservation, we have not only improve
further the experimental technique and accumulated be
counting statistics but have also experimentally and th
retically studied the possible systematic corrections in
angular correlation experiments, which might cause di
culties in analyzing the raw data of the mass 12 syste
The choice of the12B and12N pair was kept because, u
until now, the isospin triad in the mass 12 nuclei provid
us with the best known system [5–7,10]. Parallel to th
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recent experimental progress, there has been an adv
in the theoretical work by including the asymmetry of th
axial charges in the mirror decays [11], as well as us
refined nuclear structures and leptonic wave functions
describing theb decay.

One of the improvements in the experimental techniq
has been in the spin manipulation used for the artific
creation of alignment from the polarization produce
through the nuclear reaction. Such a conversion
become reliable through a thorough understanding
the implantation processes and hyperfine interactions
12B s12Nd during and after implantation in a Mg crysta
following their production in nuclear reactions. Th
most striking discovery in the implantation was that of
second location for12B s12Nd with minor populations of
about15%, in addition to the known main location in th
crystalline unit cell in Mg [12]. With complete knowledg
of the hyperfine interactions and the spin orientations
12B s12Nd produced by our spin manipulation techniqu
studies were made of the systematic corrections and
certainties introduced in the conversion from polarizati
to alignment and then back again.

The angular distribution ofb rays from spin oriented
12B s12Nd, for which sIp , T , Tzd goes froms11, 1, 71d to
s01, 0, 0d, can be given in a form [7]

W sud ~ pEsE 2 E0d2fB0sEd 1 PB1sEdP1scosud
1 AB2sEdP2scosudg , (1)

wherep andE are the momentum and total energy of th
emitted electron,E0 is the end point energy, andu is the
angle between the electron direction and the axis of s
orientation. The quantitiesP and A are the polarization
and alignment, respectively, defined for anI  1 state,
with magnetic substate populationsam, as P  a11 2

a21 andA  1 2 3a0, with a11 1 a0 1 a21  1. For
an accurate measurement of the ratioB2yB0 we observe
angular distribution ofb rays from spin aligned12B s12Nd
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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with P  0. The ratio is given asB2sEdyB0sEdyE 
2
3 s6a 7 fT yfA 2 yy2Md. The first term in the brack-
ets is a  2

1
2 s fV

R
a 3 ryfA

R
sd, where a is the

weak magnetism (WM) andfV is the vector nucleon
form factor. The third term is the time component o
the axial vector divided by the space componenty 
22iM

R
g5ry

R
s. Using an experimental value of the

WM, aexp , and assuming thaty is symmetric under
the change of the binding energies for the transfor
ing nucleons, we extracts fT yfAdexp  aexp 2

3
4 fsB2y

B0yEd2 2 sB2yB0yEd1g, where the subscript2 s1d is
for 12B s12Nd decay [5–7].

The method and experimental setup used in produc
12B s12Nd, and in creating spin alignments, were esse
tially the same as those used in previous work [5,1
Namely, two b-ray counter telescopes were used o
above and the other below the12B s12Nd catcher relative
to the direction of external magnetic fieldH0. Details
of the counter positions, the counting system, the rot
ing target wheel, the way in which scatteredb rays were
reduced and rejected, the monitoring of pulse-height l
earities againstb-ray energy, and the responses of th
detectors to the monochromaticb rays have been de-
scribed previously [5,10]. The polarization of12B pro-
duced in the reaction11Bsd, pd was PR  0.10 at Ed 
1.5 MeV and theb-ray counting rate in a detector as
sembly was1.5 3 103 s21. For12N produced in the reac-
tion 10Bs3He, nd at E3He  3.0 MeV, we hadPR  0.22
and a counting rate of102 s21. The 12B s12Nd nuclei
ejected at 40± to 75± (20± to 55±) were allowed to im-
plant in the catcher. The magnetic fieldH0 > 300 Oe
for 12B (600 Oe for12N) was employed parallel toPR

for maintaining and manipulating the spin orientations
room temperature in the Mg crystal with its crystallinec
axis placed parallel toH0. The size of the catcher was
0.3 3 15 3 20 mm3. As shown in Fig. 1, a pulsed-beam
method was used. The target wheel was rotated at a
riod of 60 ms. During each beam-off counting time th
target and its holder were carried away by the wheel fro
the catcher position to a place where they were hidden
the other side of the reaction chamber.

The majority (about85%) of implanted12B s12Nd ions
resided in a unique site in a crystalline unit cell (hcp
of Mg, and the rest (15%) occupied a separate site. W
identified the location of the majority12N ions to be the
trigonal site, where a unique field gradient is provided pa
allel to the crystallinec axis, with the quadrupole cou-
pling constanteqQs12Ndyh  259.3 6 1.7 kHz [10,12]
and the asymmetry parameterh  0. For the majority12B
ions another field gradient produced a coupling const
eqQs12Bdyh  247.0 6 0.1 kHz andh  0. Since the
field gradients for12B s12Nd in the second site are equa
and perpendicular to those at the main site, the sepa
tion of the two rf transition frequencies is half of the mai
frequency under the present conditions. This makes
possible to manipulate the spins of the majority and t
minority groups separately and reliably.
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FIG. 1. The timing program employed in the pulsed-bea
method. Before manipulating the polarization of the ma
group, the polarization of the minor group was destroyed. T
method of creating alignment from polarization was the sa
as used before [5,10]. The broken curve shows the yield
12B s12Nd.

We detected the alignment correlation of each major
group only, i.e., we completely destroyed the polarizati
of the minority group by applying a suitable rf field
right after the end of the production time in each bea
count cycle as shown in Fig. 1. The spin orientatio
of the majority group was manipulated by use of a
NMR technique, i.e., by interchanging or equalizing th
populations in the substatesm  11 s21d and 0 [5]. In
order to carry out these procedures we made use of the
that there is a quadrupole interaction in12B s12Nd that is
superimposed on its magnetic interaction withH0. For the
presentI  1 case, the transition frequency HF betwee
the magnetic substatesm  1 and m  0 is higher than
and well separated from the frequency LF betweenm 
0 and m  21. Now, for example, if we equalize the
populations ofm  1 s21d and m  0 by a suitable
depolarizing rf,HF s LF d, before the counting region I
and interchange those ofm  0 and m  21 s11d by
an adiabatic fast passage rf,

⇀
LF s

⇀
HFd before the region

II; then we have either a positive or negative alignme
A1 or A2 in region II, with A6  6s3y2dP0 2 s1y2dA0

and P6  0, where P0 and A0 are, respectively, the
polarization and alignment of the majority group produc
directly in the nuclear reaction. Thus, the differen
between the positive and negative alignments turns
to be DA  A1 2 A2 > 0.26 s0.56d for 12B s12Nd. In
order to determine the value ofA6 and its relaxation time
T A

1 in region II, we convert it back to a polarization befor
region III.

The ratioRsEd of b-ray counts detected in region II by
the up (down) counter with alignmentA1 to the counts
with alignmentA2 is given as

RsEd 2 1  NsE, A1, P1dyNsE, A2, P2d 2 1

 s21dl11y2DPsB1yB0d 1 DAsB2yB0d , (2)

whereDP  sP1 2 P2d, andl 
1
2 and2

1
2 refer to the

Usupd andDsdownd counters, respectively. The values o
P6 in region II were small, andjDPj , 0.5%. Moreover,
4133
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FIG. 2. Values ofB2yB0 from aligned12B s12Nd. Three sets
of sB2yB0d7 obtained at different times are shown (circle
1996; diamonds: 1992; squares: 1985). A2Ms fT yfAd value
is extracted from the best fit of the theoretical curve to ea
set of data. The solid lines are the theoretical curves with
weighted mean values given in Table II.

the effects from theDP term cancel out if we use the sum
of the up- and down-counter resultshRUsEd 1 RDsEd 2

2jy2  DAsB2yB0d.
The values of the ratioB2yB0 obtained through Eq. (2)

in the present work are shown in Fig. 2, as a function
b-ray energy, together with those measured in 1985 (o
squares) and 1992 (open diamonds). The indicated
rors include counting statistics and the partial systema
errors that can be included in each data point. The d
were corrected at eachb-ray energy for theb-decay
branches, detector solid angles, response functions of
TABLE I. Typical corrections and uncertainties for values ofB2yB0yE measured in 1996.

12B 12N
Corr. (%) Error (%) Corr. (%) Error (%)

Alignment calculation · · · 0.23 · · · 0.58
Response functiona 21.88 2.13 23.81 1.89
Backgrounda ,0.01 ,0.01 ,0.01 ,0.01
HD1 mixed in 3He beama · · · · · · 0.27 0.23
Branching ratioa 20.81 0.03 20.74 0.03
Solid angle of detector 3.10 0.40 3.10 0.40
pyE 20.26 · · · 20.22 · · ·
sB1yB0 2 1d effect in P measurement 20.07 0.10 22.28 0.20
Energy scaling · · · 0.73 · · · 0.74
Diff. of numbers of12Bs12Nd in A6 cycles ins2Md21 · · · 0.03s2Md21 · · · 0.15s2Md21

Total error ins2Md21 0.03s2Md21 0.15s2Md21

aThe corrections for four quantities are typical values forb rays with energy of 8 MeV.
4134
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energy detectors,b-ray energy scales, relaxation time
T1 and TA

1 for P and A, the effect of the higher order
term in B1yB0 in measuring the polarizations, and back
groundb rays. The equal numbers of the12Bs12Nd nu-
clei in the positive and negative alignment cycles we
monitored by theb-ray counts in the up- and down-counte
sets in each count section, in which the polarization a
alignment effects were properly taken into account. R
garding theb-ray background in the12N, we made a sepa-
rate run to measure the admixture of12B produced through
thesd, pd reaction initiated by the admixture of0.1% HD1

in the main3He1 beam, which bombarded the11B in the
enricheds90%d 10B target. As a typical example of the
corrections and uncertainties ofB2yB0 the present values
are listed in Table I.

In order to extracts fT yfAdexp andyexp we have made
a chi-square fit of theoreticalB2yB0 simultaneously to
the set of 12B and 12N data obtained in 1996. For
this purpose we adopted a formulation of the angu
distribution given by Eq. (1), which makes it possibl
to introduce higher order partial waves for leptons, a
made Coulomb corrections for the finite size of nucl
[13]. The parameters for the fit weresfT yfAdexp, and
dy, where dy is defined asyexp  yIAs1 1 dyd 1 yEC .
The quantitydy represents core polarization effect an
some other effects which have not been explicitly tak
into account here. The impulse approximation with th
Hauge-Maripuu wave functions givesyIA  3.17. The
effect of the exchange currents is given in Ref. [1
as yEC  1.30. We have the experimental WM given
as 2Maexp  14.02 6 0.03 which was determined [15]
from all the available data [16] of the transition streng
of the M1-g decay from the 15.11-MeV state of12C,
Gg  38.2 6 0.6 eV.

From the fit of the two curves to the present12B and
12N data, in which the asymmetry of the axial charge
was not considered, we have2Ms fT yfAdexp  10.07 6

0.06sstatd 6 0.15ssystd, and dy  0.02 6 0.02sstatd 6

0.04ssystd. The previous data [10] obtained in 198
and 1992 were also reanalyzed with the new correctio
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TABLE II. The values of2MfT yfA and dy corresponding to
the best fits to theB2yB0 data. The systematic errors in th
1996 result were evaluated from the uncertainties in Table I
the estimated errors given to the WM. In obtaining avera
results the total errors were used to weight the input valu
Reevaluated corrections were applied to the data obtaine
1985 and 1992, which suffered large systematic uncertaint
In the results in this table the possible asymmetry in the ax
charges was not taken into account. The averaged valu
consistent with the known value [5–7].

2MfT yfA Error dy Error
Year stat syst total stat syst tota

1985 0.06 0.08 0.27 0.28 0.07 0.03 0.09 0.1
1992 0.29 0.11 0.24 0.26 0.18 0.04 0.08 0.0
1996 0.07 0.06 0.15 0.16 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.0

av. 0.12 0.05 0.15 0.16 0.06 0.02 0.04 0.0

and uncertainties for which the previous experimen
conditions were properly taken into account. All th
results are listed in Table II. In obtaining averag
results the total errors were used to weight the inp
values. The systematic error obtained for the 19
data is added to the final result as2Ms fT yfAdav 
10.12 6 0.05sstatd 6 0.15ssystd, and sdydav  0.06 6

0.02sstatd 6 0.04ssystd, i.e., yav  4.66 6 0.06sstatd 6

0.13ssystd.
A possible asymmetry in the axial charge due to t

binding-energy difference of the transforming nucleo
can be given with different nuclear models. (A possib
asymmetry in the Gamow-Teller matrix elements fro
the same origin as above was studied in [17].) F
example, a value estimated by Guichonet al. [18] is
equivalent toDy  s y1 2 y2dy2  0.06 in our notation.
Koshigiri et al. [11] obtainedDy  0.10 0.13 with the
Woods-Saxon-type radial wave functions explicitly b
adjusting the potential depth parameters so as to reprod
the separation energies of the relevant nucleons.
smaller value ofDy of the former authors was obtaine
in the estimation of the axial charge simply by taking t
overlap factors which were used in the calculation of t
Gamow-Teller matrix elements. Here the contribution
the exchange currents toDy is relatively small compared
with the aboveDy values. This is because matrix ele
ments of the axial charge due to the exchange curre
consist of two parts coming from the core and valence
cleons, while those in the impulse approximation are d
to the valence nucleons only, whose wave functions
subject to the charge asymmetry. Possible asymmetr
the weak magnetism may not be important since the m
term is s2fV yfA 1 2MfW yfAd, where fW is the weak
magnetism form factor, and the residual orbital angu
momentum terms2fV yfAd

R
ly

R
s which may depend on

the asymmetry is only a small fraction, 4.5%, of the ma
term. The magnitude ofDy changes with the method
by which we represent the binding energy differen
of the transforming nucleons. However, if we assum
the case of the Woods-Saxon-type radial wave fu
d
e
s.
in
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tions for nucleons and a50% uncertainty, we haveDy 
0.10 6 0.05stheor.d. With this model, we have the final re-
sult 2Ms fT yfAdexp  2Ms fT yfAdav 1 Dy  10.22 6

0.05sstatd 6 0.15ssystd 6 0.05stheor.d, i.e., 0.01 ,

2Ms fT yfAdexp , 0.43. Certainly, this result is consisten
with and more precise than the previous limit whic
included zero. We conclude that there is a nonze
although vanishingly small, amount of induced tens
interaction in the weak axial vector currents.

Finally, a recent calculation based on the QCD su
rules gave a value offT yfA [19], which is consistent with
our lower limit. In the mass 8 system [3], the secon
class current is given bydIIyAc  0.0 6 0.3 6 0.3 or
20.5 6 0.2 6 0.3. This quantity given in the elementary
particle treatment is close to our2MfT yfA, in definition
and also numerically.
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